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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Your chat transcript with www.coolcat-casino.com (20 Jan 2020, 01:26 AM GMT)
1 message

Chat Transcript <noreply@zopim.com> Sun, Jan 19, 2020 at 6:03 PM
To: dpomares209@gmail.com

Chat Transcript with Danniel Pomares

Chat started on 20 Jan 2020, 01:26 AM (GMT+0)
(01:26:57) *** Danniel Pomares joined the chat ***
(01:26:58) Danniel Pomares: Hi
(01:27:09) Casino Support Center: Welcome to Customer Support and we hope

you're enjoying your time with us! How may we assist you today?
(01:27:10) *** Reese Dale joined the chat ***
(01:27:21) Danniel Pomares: I am asking that some personal contact information

be updated please
(01:27:50) Reese Dale: Thanks for contacting Cool Cat Casino. I will do my best to

help you today.
(01:28:06) Reese Dale: Allow me a moment while I check your account. Thank you

for your patience!
(01:29:09) Reese Dale: Thank you for waiting. Can you please confirm the personal

details to be updated in your account?
(01:29:22) Danniel Pomares: Need to change my email address from

accounting@downtown-retail.com to dpomares209@gmail.com
(01:29:41) Danniel Pomares: n my address from 22744 7th St
(01:29:56) Danniel Pomares: Hayward CA 94541 to 1921 Santina Ct Modesto CA

95355
(01:30:14) Danniel Pomares: & my phone from 510-978-8191 to 916-390-7929
(01:30:36) Danniel Pomares: My date of birth 10/09/70
(01:30:58) Danniel Pomares: I can attach documents I sent in to your documents

department email
(01:31:20) Reese Dale: Thank you for confirming your details.
(01:31:26) Danniel Pomares: my user id is accounting209
(01:31:33) Danniel Pomares: No problem
(01:31:35) Reese Dale: Please give me a moment to check that for you.
(01:31:40) Danniel Pomares: ok thanks
(01:35:05) Reese Dale: I'm still working on your query. Please bear with me.
(01:35:13) Danniel Pomares: Ok thank u
(01:36:55) Reese Dale: Thank you for your patience.
(01:37:09) Reese Dale: Your email address is now updated to

dpomares209@gmail.com.
(01:40:55) Reese Dale: Is there anything else I can help you with?
(01:41:51) *** Chat Rating request has been sent. ***
(01:42:05) Danniel Pomares: Did you make the other revisions as well
(01:42:44) Danniel Pomares: hello
(01:43:19) Danniel Pomares: Are you still with me???
(01:44:03) Reese Dale: Yes, I'm still here.
(01:44:35) Danniel Pomares: What about other revisions - my address and
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telephone number please
(01:46:35) Reese Dale: I'm currently checking it further for you.
(01:46:44) Reese Dale: Please give me a moment.
(01:46:51) Danniel Pomares: ok
(01:48:02) Danniel Pomares: Again, I can attach documents to support changes.

These are same ones I sent to your documents department.
(01:51:49) Danniel Pomares: If it is too much trouble I can just hope that your other

department updates everything upon processing my withdraw request.
(01:52:35) Reese Dale: I'm still checking on it. Please give me a few minutes.
(01:54:28) Reese Dale: Thank you for waiting, Danniel.
(01:54:38) Danniel Pomares: its Daniel
(01:54:42) Danniel Pomares: no problem
(01:56:16) Reese Dale: Your email address and phone number have been updated.

For the address, we have forwarded it our Docs Team to check the copy
of your Utility Bill to check this for you. Once they have done checking it,
your account will be updated accordingly.

(01:56:49) Danniel Pomares: Thanks I appreciate it
(01:57:13) Reese Dale: You're most welcome. Would there be anything else I can

assist you with today?
(01:57:33) Danniel Pomares: No thats it. Have a good night
(01:58:07) Reese Dale: Thank you so much for playing at Cool Cat Casino! We

really appreciate your loyalty. Have fun, good luck and don't hesitate to
come back anytime, we're here for you 24/7! Have a good night too!

(01:58:23) *** Reese Dale left the chat ***
(02:03:51) *** Danniel Pomares left the chat ***

NAME Danniel Pomares

EMAIL accounting@downtown-retail.com

PHONE —

LOCATION Dallas, Texas, United States

URL https://www.coolcat-casino.com/contact-us.php

DEPARTMENT Customer Support

SERVED BY Reese Dale

RATING —

COMMENT —

Are you using Zendesk Chat yet? Sign up free today
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Account data
1 message

Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> Sun, Jan 19, 2020 at 5:26 PM
To: help@coolcat-casino.com

Dear Coolcat,

I submitted account changes to documents@coolcat-casino.com prior to submitting my withdraw request. After completing said withdraw request I was advised that confirmation email would be
sent. However, I no longer have access to prior email address that you have on file for me (my previous work email address). I listed my new email address as it is the one I am sending these
emails from. Please update my account with the following changed personal contact information:

Address : 1921 Santina Ct
                Modesto CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

email: dpomares209@gmail.com

Thanks,

D Pomares

user name: accounting209

mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

verification documents for withdraw
1 message

Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> Sun, Jan 19, 2020 at 5:18 PM
To: documents@coolcat-casino.com

Dear Coolcat,

attached hereto are the verification documents that you require be submitted in order to complete any withdraw request. Please take notice of the fact that my email address has changed from
accounting@downtown-retail.com to this email address (dpomares209@gmail.com). Also, my address and telephone number has changed since I first registered on site years ago. My updated
info is listed below. I would also ask that my requested withdraw be wired to my bank account which I will also list below. If there are any issues or questions please do not hesitate to contact me
at my number or via email address. 

Thanks,

D Pomares

Address: 1921 Santina Ct
                Modesto, CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

Bank Account: Chase
Routing : 322271627
Account: 562579919

Verification Docs to CoolCat.pdf
4035K
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Re: verification documents for withdraw
1 message

Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 22, 2020 at 12:25 AM
To: Cool Cat Documents <documents@coolcat-casino.com>

Dear Coolcat, 

I am confused as I included within attachment copy of my license. Why I would receive multiple emails advising me to do something that I have already done is baffling. 

Please make sure this is notated and my withdraw is processed in appropriate manner. I also included my banking information so you may send it directly to my account. Please confirm this. I
am assuming that since it has no specified time frame for wire to bank option and it does advise that check in mail process is 3-8 days that wiring will provide more expedient means to receive
my money. 

I am a little concerned though that i made withdraw request outside of mailing of check time frame. I am hoping this was just misunderstanding due to your unexplained belief that my documents
were lacking everything needed for completion of my request. 

An email from you tomorrow advising me that my wire into my bank account has been initiated and I should receive funds within 24 hours or sooner.

Thank you, 

D. Pomares

On Sun, Jan 19, 2020, 6:07 PM Michael Alberts (Cool Cat Documents) <documents@coolcat-casino.com> wrote:

Please reply directly to this message

Michael Alberts (Support Center)
Jan 20, 3:07 AM CET

Hello Daniel,

Thank you for sending us the documentation required to update and verify your Casino account. Unfortunately, we have noticed you have some
missing documents. To be able to solve this situation, please send us the following:

• Copy of government-issued identification (i.e. Driver's License or Passport in JPEG format).

Please your prompt reply to this email will be greatly appreciated. Thank you for your understanding.

Regards,
Michael Alberts

mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com


Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:19 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

attached hereto are the verification documents that you require be submitted in order to complete any withdraw request. Please take notice of the
fact that my email address has changed from accounting@downtown-retail.com to this email address (dpomares209@gmail.com). Also, my address and
telephone number has changed since I first registered on site years ago. My updated info is listed below. I would also ask that my requested
withdraw be wired to my bank account which I will also list below. If there are any issues or questions please do not hesitate to contact me at my
number or via email address.

Thanks,

D Pomares

Address: 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto, CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

Bank Account: Chase
Routing : 322271627
Account: 562579919

Attachment(s)
Verification Docs to CoolCat.pdf

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Re: verification documents for withdraw
1 message

Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 22, 2020 at 12:30 AM
To: Cool Cat Documents <documents@coolcat-casino.com>

Attention Michael Alberts and Ronald G:

I am forwarding copy of email I just sent to documents processing whereby I had not addressed said communication to anyone in particular. I now have included both representatives that sent
me one or more emails advising me of missing documents that were in fact not missing. 

On Wed, Jan 22, 2020, 12:25 AM Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Coolcat, 

I am confused as I included within attachment copy of my license. Why I would receive multiple emails advising me to do something that I have already done is baffling. 

Please make sure this is notated and my withdraw is processed in appropriate manner. I also included my banking information so you may send it directly to my account. Please confirm this. I
am assuming that since it has no specified time frame for wire to bank option and it does advise that check in mail process is 3-8 days that wiring will provide more expedient means to receive
my money. 

I am a little concerned though that i made withdraw request outside of mailing of check time frame. I am hoping this was just misunderstanding due to your unexplained belief that my
documents were lacking everything needed for completion of my request. 

An email from you tomorrow advising me that my wire into my bank account has been initiated and I should receive funds within 24 hours or sooner.

Thank you, 

D. Pomares

On Sun, Jan 19, 2020, 6:07 PM Michael Alberts (Cool Cat Documents) <documents@coolcat-casino.com> wrote:

Please reply directly to this message

Michael Alberts (Support Center)
Jan 20, 3:07 AM CET

Hello Daniel,

Thank you for sending us the documentation required to update and verify your Casino account. Unfortunately, we have noticed you have some
missing documents. To be able to solve this situation, please send us the following:

• Copy of government-issued identification (i.e. Driver's License or Passport in JPEG format).

Please your prompt reply to this email will be greatly appreciated. Thank you for your understanding.

mailto:dpomares209@gmail.com
mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com


Regards,
Michael Alberts

Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:19 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

attached hereto are the verification documents that you require be submitted in order to complete any withdraw request. Please take notice of the
fact that my email address has changed from accounting@downtown-retail.com to this email address (dpomares209@gmail.com). Also, my address
and telephone number has changed since I first registered on site years ago. My updated info is listed below. I would also ask that my requested
withdraw be wired to my bank account which I will also list below. If there are any issues or questions please do not hesitate to contact me at my
number or via email address.

Thanks,

D Pomares

Address: 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto, CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

Bank Account: Chase
Routing : 322271627
Account: 562579919

Attachment(s)
Verification Docs to CoolCat.pdf

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Re: verification documents for withdraw
1 message

Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 22, 2020 at 6:24 PM
To: Cool Cat Documents <documents@coolcat-casino.com>

Dear Michael Adams & Ronald G,

I am just wondering why I did not receive any status or payment wire confirmation. I have just checked site that customers from CoolCat submit complaints and I am a little concerned with as
there appears to be a standard complaint whereby you guys just will not pay customers when they win. The ones I am reading still have not been paid and it has been two months plus. They
also complain of failure to respond, attempts to circumvent paying winnings by excuses and false technicalities offering some alternate amount (basically nothing) and also alleging they cannot
be paid through bank or must have crypto account, etc...

I seriously hope that is not the case here and if it is I promise I will use my resources and have DOJ and other Federal Agencies review everything and see if I can prevent others from these
injustices by prohibiting play in US. But again hopefully this is not the case and my gut feelings thus far are incorrect and my payment will occur very soon.

Thanks, 

D Pomares

On Wed, Jan 22, 2020, 12:25 AM Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Coolcat, 

I am confused as I included within attachment copy of my license. Why I would receive multiple emails advising me to do something that I have already done is baffling. 

Please make sure this is notated and my withdraw is processed in appropriate manner. I also included my banking information so you may send it directly to my account. Please confirm this. I
am assuming that since it has no specified time frame for wire to bank option and it does advise that check in mail process is 3-8 days that wiring will provide more expedient means to receive
my money. 

I am a little concerned though that i made withdraw request outside of mailing of check time frame. I am hoping this was just misunderstanding due to your unexplained belief that my
documents were lacking everything needed for completion of my request. 

An email from you tomorrow advising me that my wire into my bank account has been initiated and I should receive funds within 24 hours or sooner.

Thank you, 

D. Pomares

On Sun, Jan 19, 2020, 6:07 PM Michael Alberts (Cool Cat Documents) <documents@coolcat-casino.com> wrote:

Please reply directly to this message

Michael Alberts (Support Center)
Jan 20, 3:07 AM CET

Hello Daniel,

mailto:dpomares209@gmail.com
mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com


Thank you for sending us the documentation required to update and verify your Casino account. Unfortunately, we have noticed you have some
missing documents. To be able to solve this situation, please send us the following:

• Copy of government-issued identification (i.e. Driver's License or Passport in JPEG format).

Please your prompt reply to this email will be greatly appreciated. Thank you for your understanding.

Regards,
Michael Alberts

Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:19 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

attached hereto are the verification documents that you require be submitted in order to complete any withdraw request. Please take notice of the
fact that my email address has changed from accounting@downtown-retail.com to this email address (dpomares209@gmail.com). Also, my address
and telephone number has changed since I first registered on site years ago. My updated info is listed below. I would also ask that my requested
withdraw be wired to my bank account which I will also list below. If there are any issues or questions please do not hesitate to contact me at my
number or via email address.

Thanks,

D Pomares

Address: 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto, CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

Bank Account: Chase
Routing : 322271627
Account: 562579919

Attachment(s)
Verification Docs to CoolCat.pdf
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Re: Ticket 5747124
1 message

Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> Fri, Jan 24, 2020 at 12:23 AM
To: Cool Cat Support <help@coolcat-casino.com>

Coolcat, 

I have sent in all documents needed to complete the withdraw request process and forwarded you my bank account information so that you may wire it to my account(again i have included this
data n spoke with my bank to confirm they will accept international wire which they advised was no problem). 

I have now reviewed substantial complaints against your company and since it has now taken longer than it should and reviewing many complaints I am concerned I may not receive my money
or it may take extreme amount of time and substantial time and resources to ever receive it. The fact that my recent emails have gone unanswered also falls into line with details in many of
complaints reviewed. 

What I cannot understand is why a casino would continue to do these things when you need people to frequent your sites and spread it to others in order to gain new players. 

Hopefully this process will complete timely and without any additional complications that appear to be standard in complaints I read. I ask that you immediately wire or send via check my money
contained within withdraw request so i can resume playing and enjoying coolcats site.

Thanks, 

D Pomares

Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:26 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

I submitted account changes to documents@coolcat-casino.com prior to submitting my withdraw request. After completing said withdraw request I
was advised that confirmation email would be sent. However, I no longer have access to prior email address that you have on file for me (my
previous work email address). I listed my new email address as it is the one I am sending these emails from. Please update my account with the
following changed personal contact information:

mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com


Address : 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

email: dpomares209@gmail.com

Thanks,

D Pomares

user name: accounting209

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Re: Ticket 5747124
1 message

Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com> Fri, Jan 24, 2020 at 4:53 AM
To: Cool Cat Support <help@coolcat-casino.com>

Coolcat,

I wish I could say that I am surprised that you sent me email that basically denies me my withdraw request and then further stripping me my access to site account so as to prevent me from
following up. Shame on you people for cheating so many people of their money all the while you make sure you people receive their money without having any verification completed like you do
before paying anyone. 

Please be advised that I intend to pursue any and all redress avenues available to me in order to obtain that which you owe but more importantly prevent you people from committing these same
regularly practiced illegal and unethical business practices against folks that are powerless to combat your crimes and lack knowledge and wherewithall to vigorously pursue resolution. 

I am sorry that you people feel the need to cheat most everyone that wins. I read somewhere that at one point you people were attempting to clean up your reputation by avoiding these types of
things. Howver that did not last long and you people care so very little regarding afflictions your acts create.

I hope someday you all see the errors in your acts and change accordingly. 

Thanks for nothing,

D Pomares

On Fri, Jan 24, 2020, 3:35 AM Hera Grey (Cool Cat Support) <help@coolcat-casino.com> wrote:

Please reply directly to this message

Hera Grey (Support Center)
Jan 24, 12:35 PM CET

Hello Daniel,

This is Hera Grey following up on your ticket number 5776872.

We regret to inform you that your casino access has been revoked. The decision is, unfortunately, non-reversible. Any casino account can be closed
based solely on our discretion as part of our policies to ensure game fairness, the safekeeping of company assets, and our third-party processors.
Your understanding is appreciated.

Regards,
Hera Grey

mailto:help@coolcat-casino.com


Daniel Pomares

Jan 24, 9:23 AM CET

This is a follow-up to your previous request #5747124 "Account data"

Coolcat,

I have sent in all documents needed to complete the withdraw request process and forwarded you my bank account information so that you may
wire it to my account(again i have included this data n spoke with my bank to confirm they will accept international wire which they advised was no
problem).

I have now reviewed substantial complaints against your company and since it has now taken longer than it should and reviewing many complaints I
am concerned I may not receive my money or it may take extreme amount of time and substantial time and resources to ever receive it. The fact
that my recent emails have gone unanswered also falls into line with details in many of complaints reviewed.

What I cannot understand is why a casino would continue to do these things when you need people to frequent your sites and spread it to others in
order to gain new players.

Hopefully this process will complete timely and without any additional complications that appear to be standard in complaints I read. I ask that you
immediately wire or send via check my money contained within withdraw request so i can resume playing and enjoying coolcats site.

Thanks,

D Pomares

Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:26 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

I submitted account changes to documents@coolcat-casino.com prior to submitting my withdraw request. After completing said withdraw request I
was advised that confirmation email would be sent. However, I no longer have access to prior email address that you have on file for me (my
previous work email address). I listed my new email address as it is the one I am sending these emails from. Please update my account with the
following changed personal contact information:

Address : 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

email: dpomares209@gmail.com

Thanks,

mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com
mailto:dpomares209@gmail.com


D Pomares

user name: accounting209
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Your chat transcript with www.coolcat-casino.com (20 Jan 2020, 01:26 AM GMT)
1 message

Chat Transcript <noreply@zopim.com> Sun, Jan 19, 2020 at 6:03 PM
To: dpomares209@gmail.com

Chat Transcript with Danniel Pomares

Chat started on 20 Jan 2020, 01:26 AM (GMT+0)
(01:26:57) *** Danniel Pomares joined the chat ***
(01:26:58) Danniel Pomares: Hi
(01:27:09) Casino Support Center: Welcome to Customer Support and we hope you're enjoying your time with us! How may we assist you

today?
(01:27:10) *** Reese Dale joined the chat ***
(01:27:21) Danniel Pomares: I am asking that some personal contact information be updated please
(01:27:50) Reese Dale: Thanks for contacting Cool Cat Casino. I will do my best to help you today.
(01:28:06) Reese Dale: Allow me a moment while I check your account. Thank you for your patience!
(01:29:09) Reese Dale: Thank you for waiting. Can you please confirm the personal details to be updated in your account?
(01:29:22) Danniel Pomares: Need to change my email address from accounting@downtown-retail.com to dpomares209@gmail.com
(01:29:41) Danniel Pomares: n my address from 22744 7th St
(01:29:56) Danniel Pomares: Hayward CA 94541 to 1921 Santina Ct Modesto CA 95355
(01:30:14) Danniel Pomares: & my phone from 510-978-8191 to 916-390-7929
(01:30:36) Danniel Pomares: My date of birth 10/09/70
(01:30:58) Danniel Pomares: I can attach documents I sent in to your documents department email
(01:31:20) Reese Dale: Thank you for confirming your details.
(01:31:26) Danniel Pomares: my user id is accounting209
(01:31:33) Danniel Pomares: No problem
(01:31:35) Reese Dale: Please give me a moment to check that for you.
(01:31:40) Danniel Pomares: ok thanks
(01:35:05) Reese Dale: I'm still working on your query. Please bear with me.
(01:35:13) Danniel Pomares: Ok thank u
(01:36:55) Reese Dale: Thank you for your patience.
(01:37:09) Reese Dale: Your email address is now updated to dpomares209@gmail.com.
(01:40:55) Reese Dale: Is there anything else I can help you with?
(01:41:51) *** Chat Rating request has been sent. ***
(01:42:05) Danniel Pomares: Did you make the other revisions as well
(01:42:44) Danniel Pomares: hello
(01:43:19) Danniel Pomares: Are you still with me???
(01:44:03) Reese Dale: Yes, I'm still here.
(01:44:35) Danniel Pomares: What about other revisions - my address and telephone number please
(01:46:35) Reese Dale: I'm currently checking it further for you.

mailto:accounting@downtown-retail.com
mailto:dpomares209@gmail.com
https://www.google.com/maps/search/1921+Santina+Ct+Modesto+CA+95355?entry=gmail&source=g
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(01:46:44) Reese Dale: Please give me a moment.
(01:46:51) Danniel Pomares: ok
(01:48:02) Danniel Pomares: Again, I can attach documents to support changes. These are same ones I sent to your documents department.
(01:51:49) Danniel Pomares: If it is too much trouble I can just hope that your other department updates everything upon processing my

withdraw request.
(01:52:35) Reese Dale: I'm still checking on it. Please give me a few minutes.
(01:54:28) Reese Dale: Thank you for waiting, Danniel.
(01:54:38) Danniel Pomares: its Daniel
(01:54:42) Danniel Pomares: no problem
(01:56:16) Reese Dale: Your email address and phone number have been updated. For the address, we have forwarded it our Docs Team to

check the copy of your Utility Bill to check this for you. Once they have done checking it, your account will be updated accordingly.
(01:56:49) Danniel Pomares: Thanks I appreciate it
(01:57:13) Reese Dale: You're most welcome. Would there be anything else I can assist you with today?
(01:57:33) Danniel Pomares: No thats it. Have a good night
(01:58:07) Reese Dale: Thank you so much for playing at Cool Cat Casino! We really appreciate your loyalty. Have fun, good luck and don't

hesitate to come back anytime, we're here for you 24/7! Have a good night too!
(01:58:23) *** Reese Dale left the chat ***
(02:03:51) *** Danniel Pomares left the chat ***

NAME Danniel Pomares

EMAIL accounting@downtown-retail.com

PHONE —

LOCATION Dallas, Texas, United States

URL https://www.coolcat-casino.com/contact-us.php

DEPARTMENT Customer Support

SERVED BY Reese Dale

RATING —

COMMENT —

Are you using Zendesk Chat yet? Sign up free today

mailto:accounting@downtown-retail.com
https://www.coolcat-casino.com/contact-us.php
https://www.zopim.com/


Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

verification documents for withdraw
1 message

Cool Cat Documents <documents@coolcat-casino.com> Sun, Jan 19, 2020 at 5:19 PM
Reply-To: Cool Cat Documents <documents@coolcat-casino.com>
To: Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Please reply directly to this message

Dear Daniel Pomares,

Thank you for contacting Cool Cat.

We have received your email and are assigning it to a casino representative. You can expect to receive a response from us within five (5) business days.

To help track your inquiry we have generated a reference number. Your reference # for the email you just sent is # 5747097 .

You can reply directly to this mail for any further communication with Cool Cat Customer Support Center in regards to this issue.

Sincerely,

Cool Cat Customer Support Center
www.coolcatmail.com

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy

[Q5K2PV-6GPE]

http://www.coolcatmail.com/
https://www.zendesk.com/support/?utm_campaign=text&utm_content=Support+Center&utm_medium=poweredbyzendesk&utm_source=email-notification
https://www.zendesk.com/company/customers-partners/#privacy-policy


Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Account data
1 message

Cool Cat Support <help@coolcat-casino.com> Sun, Jan 19, 2020 at 5:26 PM
Reply-To: Cool Cat Support <help@coolcat-casino.com>
To: Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Please reply directly to this message

Dear Daniel Pomares,

Thank you for contacting Cool Cat.

We have received your email and are assigning it to a casino representative. You can expect to receive a response from us within five (5) business days.

To help track your inquiry we have generated a reference number. Your reference # for the email you just sent is # 5747124 .

You can reply directly to this mail for any further communication with Cool Cat Customer Support Center in regards to this issue.

Sincerely,

Cool Cat Customer Support Center
www.coolcatmail.com

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy

[3Q78W9-RDKL]

http://www.coolcatmail.com/
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Account data
1 message

Ronald G (Cool Cat Support) <help@coolcat-casino.com> Sun, Jan 19, 2020 at 6:01 PM
Reply-To: Cool Cat Support <help@coolcat-casino.com>
To: Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Please reply directly to this message

Ronald G (Support Center)
Jan 20, 3:01 AM CET

This is Ronald G following up on your ticket number 5747124.

That is part of documents department:

To proceed with your withdrawal request, you will need to complete your identity & address verification through our third party service HooYu (you
will receive an email when requesting a withdrawal with instructions). After you have completed this step, we will also need you to send us an email
with the following:

-Copy of all the Credit/Debit Cards you have used to deposit (front and back). For your own safety, please make sure that the first six digits and last
four digits are clearly visible. The middle six digits and the security (CVV) code on the back of your credit card, should be covered.
-Signed Authorization Form for all the Credit/Debit Cards used. Here is the link: http://www.coolcat-casino.com/authorization_form.html

*IMPORTANT: Please do not attempt to send us your documents via chat or to our support email, as they will not reach the correct department.

We kindly request that you send your documents to documents@coolcat-casino.com and label your email with your casino username (login). Please
make sure to send your documents from the email registered on the account. To help with processing time, please attach all the required documents
in one e-mail.

You can get the e-mail change over the casino live chat.

If you have any question please come to our casino live chat!

Regards,
Ronald G

http://www.coolcat-casino.com/authorization_form.html
mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com


Ronald G (Support Center)
Jan 20, 3:00 AM CET

Hello Daniel,

This is Ronald G following up on your ticket number 5747124.

That is part of documents department:

To proceed with your withdrawal request, you will need to complete your identity & address verification through our third party service HooYu (you
will receive an email when requesting a withdrawal with instructions). After you have completed this step, we will also need you to send us an email
with the following:

-Copy of all the Credit/Debit Cards you have used to deposit (front and back). For your own safety, please make sure that the first six digits and last
four digits are clearly visible. The middle six digits and the security (CVV) code on the back of your credit card, should be covered.
-Signed Authorization Form for all the Credit/Debit Cards used. Here is the link: http://www.coolcat-casino.com/authorization_form.html

*IMPORTANT: Please do not attempt to send us your documents via chat or to our support email, as they will not reach the correct department.

We kindly request that you send your documents to documents@coolcat-casino.com and label your email with your casino username (login). Please
make sure to send your documents from the email registered on the account. To help with processing time, please attach all the required documents
in one e-mail.

You can get the e-mail change over the casino live chat.

If you have any question please come to our casino live chat!

Regards,
Ronald G

Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:26 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

I submitted account changes to documents@coolcat-casino.com prior to submitting my withdraw request. After completing said withdraw request I was
advised that confirmation email would be sent. However, I no longer have access to prior email address that you have on file for me (my previous
work email address). I listed my new email address as it is the one I am sending these emails from. Please update my account with the following
changed personal contact information:

http://www.coolcat-casino.com/authorization_form.html
mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com
mailto:documents@coolcat-casino.com


Address : 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

email: dpomares209@gmail.com

Thanks,

D Pomares

user name: accounting209

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy

[3Q78W9-RDKL]
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Re: Ticket 5747124
1 message

Cool Cat Support <help@coolcat-casino.com> Fri, Jan 24, 2020 at 12:23 AM
Reply-To: Cool Cat Support <help@coolcat-casino.com>
To: Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Please reply directly to this message

Dear Daniel Pomares,

Thank you for contacting Cool Cat.

We have received your email and are assigning it to a casino representative. You can expect to receive a response from us within five (5) business days.

To help track your inquiry we have generated a reference number. Your reference # for the email you just sent is # 5776872 .

You can reply directly to this mail for any further communication with Cool Cat Customer Support Center in regards to this issue.

Sincerely,

Cool Cat Customer Support Center
www.coolcatmail.com

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy

[WVRZ5L-QM55]

http://www.coolcatmail.com/
https://www.zendesk.com/support/?utm_campaign=text&utm_content=Support+Center&utm_medium=poweredbyzendesk&utm_source=email-notification
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Re: Ticket 5747124
1 message

Hera Grey (Cool Cat Support) <help@coolcat-casino.com> Fri, Jan 24, 2020 at 3:35 AM
Reply-To: Cool Cat Support <help@coolcat-casino.com>
To: Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Please reply directly to this message

Hera Grey (Support Center)
Jan 24, 12:35 PM CET

Hello Daniel,

This is Hera Grey following up on your ticket number 5776872.

We regret to inform you that your casino access has been revoked. The decision is, unfortunately, non-reversible. Any casino account can be closed
based solely on our discretion as part of our policies to ensure game fairness, the safekeeping of company assets, and our third-party processors.
Your understanding is appreciated.

Regards,
Hera Grey

Daniel Pomares

Jan 24, 9:23 AM CET

This is a follow-up to your previous request #5747124 "Account data"

Coolcat,

I have sent in all documents needed to complete the withdraw request process and forwarded you my bank account information so that you may wire
it to my account(again i have included this data n spoke with my bank to confirm they will accept international wire which they advised was no
problem).

I have now reviewed substantial complaints against your company and since it has now taken longer than it should and reviewing many complaints I
am concerned I may not receive my money or it may take extreme amount of time and substantial time and resources to ever receive it. The fact that
my recent emails have gone unanswered also falls into line with details in many of complaints reviewed.



What I cannot understand is why a casino would continue to do these things when you need people to frequent your sites and spread it to others in
order to gain new players.

Hopefully this process will complete timely and without any additional complications that appear to be standard in complaints I read. I ask that you
immediately wire or send via check my money contained within withdraw request so i can resume playing and enjoying coolcats site.

Thanks,

D Pomares

Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:26 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

I submitted account changes to documents@coolcat-casino.com prior to submitting my withdraw request. After completing said withdraw request I was
advised that confirmation email would be sent. However, I no longer have access to prior email address that you have on file for me (my previous
work email address). I listed my new email address as it is the one I am sending these emails from. Please update my account with the following
changed personal contact information:

Address : 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

email: dpomares209@gmail.com

Thanks,

D Pomares

user name: accounting209

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk (https://www.zendesk.com/support/?utm_campaign=text&utm_content=Support+Center&
utm_medium=poweredbyzendesk&utm_source=email-notification) | Privacy Policy (https://www.zendesk.com/company/customers-partners/#privacy-policy)
[3Q78W9-RDKL]

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy

[WVRZ5L-QM55]
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

verification documents for withdraw
1 message

Michael Alberts (Cool Cat Documents) <documents@coolcat-casino.com> Sun, Jan 19, 2020 at 6:07 PM
Reply-To: Cool Cat Documents <documents@coolcat-casino.com>
To: Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Please reply directly to this message

Michael Alberts (Support Center)
Jan 20, 3:07 AM CET

Hello Daniel,

Thank you for sending us the documentation required to update and verify your Casino account. Unfortunately, we have noticed you have some
missing documents. To be able to solve this situation, please send us the following:

• Copy of government-issued identification (i.e. Driver's License or Passport in JPEG format).

Please your prompt reply to this email will be greatly appreciated. Thank you for your understanding.

Regards,
Michael Alberts

Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:19 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

attached hereto are the verification documents that you require be submitted in order to complete any withdraw request. Please take notice of the
fact that my email address has changed from accounting@downtown-retail.com to this email address (dpomares209@gmail.com). Also, my address and
telephone number has changed since I first registered on site years ago. My updated info is listed below. I would also ask that my requested withdraw
be wired to my bank account which I will also list below. If there are any issues or questions please do not hesitate to contact me at my number or via
email address.

Thanks,

mailto:accounting@downtown-retail.com
mailto:dpomares209@gmail.com


D Pomares

Address: 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto, CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

Bank Account: Chase
Routing : 322271627
Account: 562579919

Attachment(s)
Verification Docs to CoolCat.pdf

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy

[Q5K2PV-6GPE]
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Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

verification documents for withdraw
1 message

Connie T (Cool Cat Documents) <documents@coolcat-casino.com> Sat, Jan 25, 2020 at 7:15 PM
Reply-To: Cool Cat Documents <documents@coolcat-casino.com>
To: Daniel Pomares <dpomares209@gmail.com>

Please reply directly to this message

Connie T (Support Center)
Jan 26, 4:15 AM CET

Hello Daniel,

This is Connie T following up on your ticket number 5747097.

We regret to inform you that your casino access has been revoked. The decision is, unfortunately, non-reversible. Any casino account can be closed
based solely on our discretion as part of our policies to ensure game fairness, the safekeeping of company assets, and our third-party processors.
Your understanding is appreciated.

Regards,
Connie t

Daniel Pomares

Jan 23, 3:24 AM CET

Dear Michael Adams & Ronald G,

I am just wondering why I did not receive any status or payment wire confirmation. I have just checked site that customers from CoolCat submit
complaints and I am a little concerned with as there appears to be a standard complaint whereby you guys just will not pay customers when they win.
The ones I am reading still have not been paid and it has been two months plus. They also complain of failure to respond, attempts to circumvent
paying winnings by excuses and false technicalities offering some alternate amount (basically nothing) and also alleging they cannot be paid through
bank or must have crypto account, etc...

I seriously hope that is not the case here and if it is I promise I will use my resources and have DOJ and other Federal Agencies review everything and
see if I can prevent others from these injustices by prohibiting play in US. But again hopefully this is not the case and my gut feelings thus far are
incorrect and my payment will occur very soon.



Thanks,

D Pomares

Dear Coolcat,

I am confused as I included within attachment copy of my license. Why I would receive multiple emails advising me to do something that I have
already done is baffling.

Please make sure this is notated and my withdraw is processed in appropriate manner. I also included my banking information so you may send it
directly to my account. Please confirm this. I am assuming that since it has no specified time frame for wire to bank option and it does advise that
check in mail process is 3-8 days that wiring will provide more expedient means to receive my money.

I am a little concerned though that i made withdraw request outside of mailing of check time frame. I am hoping this was just misunderstanding due
to your unexplained belief that my documents were lacking everything needed for completion of my request.

An email from you tomorrow advising me that my wire into my bank account has been initiated and I should receive funds within 24 hours or sooner.

Thank you,

D. Pomares

Daniel Pomares

Jan 22, 9:30 AM CET

Attention Michael Alberts and Ronald G:

I am forwarding copy of email I just sent to documents processing whereby I had not addressed said communication to anyone in particular. I now
have included both representatives that sent me one or more emails advising me of missing documents that were in fact not missing.

Dear Coolcat,

I am confused as I included within attachment copy of my license. Why I would receive multiple emails advising me to do something that I have
already done is baffling.

Please make sure this is notated and my withdraw is processed in appropriate manner. I also included my banking information so you may send it
directly to my account. Please confirm this. I am assuming that since it has no specified time frame for wire to bank option and it does advise that
check in mail process is 3-8 days that wiring will provide more expedient means to receive my money.

I am a little concerned though that i made withdraw request outside of mailing of check time frame. I am hoping this was just misunderstanding due
to your unexplained belief that my documents were lacking everything needed for completion of my request.



An email from you tomorrow advising me that my wire into my bank account has been initiated and I should receive funds within 24 hours or sooner.

Thank you,

D. Pomares

Daniel Pomares

Jan 22, 9:26 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

I am confused as I included within attachment copy of my license. Why I would receive multiple emails advising me to do something that I have
already done is baffling.

Please make sure this is notated and my withdraw is processed in appropriate manner. I also included my banking information so you may send it
directly to my account. Please confirm this. I am assuming that since it has no specified time frame for wire to bank option and it does advise that
check in mail process is 3-8 days that wiring will provide more expedient means to receive my money.

I am a little concerned though that i made withdraw request outside of mailing of check time frame. I am hoping this was just misunderstanding due
to your unexplained belief that my documents were lacking everything needed for completion of my request.

An email from you tomorrow advising me that my wire into my bank account has been initiated and I should receive funds within 24 hours or sooner.

Thank you,

D. Pomares

Michael Alberts (Support Center)
Jan 20, 3:07 AM CET

Hello Daniel,

Thank you for sending us the documentation required to update and verify your Casino account. Unfortunately, we have noticed you have some
missing documents. To be able to solve this situation, please send us the following:

• Copy of government-issued identification (i.e. Driver's License or Passport in JPEG format).

Please your prompt reply to this email will be greatly appreciated. Thank you for your understanding.



Regards,
Michael Alberts

Daniel Pomares

Jan 20, 2:19 AM CET

Dear Coolcat,

attached hereto are the verification documents that you require be submitted in order to complete any withdraw request. Please take notice of the
fact that my email address has changed from accounting@downtown-retail.com to this email address (dpomares209@gmail.com). Also, my address and
telephone number has changed since I first registered on site years ago. My updated info is listed below. I would also ask that my requested withdraw
be wired to my bank account which I will also list below. If there are any issues or questions please do not hesitate to contact me at my number or via
email address.

Thanks,

D Pomares

Address: 1921 Santina Ct
Modesto, CA 95355

Telephone: (916) 390-7929

Bank Account: Chase
Routing : 322271627
Account: 562579919

Attachment(s)
Verification Docs to CoolCat.pdf

This email is a service from Support Center. Delivered by Zendesk | Privacy Policy

[Q5K2PV-6GPE]
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